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  Service   ( )  Project     (   ) Other     (   ) 
 
Is it:   New/Proposed     (   )  
  Changing/Being Reviewed     () Other     (   ) 
 
 
1. Purpose and Scope 
 
Purpose  
In this section outline briefly what the policy, decision or activity is, what the intended 
outcomes/benefits (linked to the Corporate Outcomes Framework) are and over what period 
of time will the outcomes be achieved. Why does it need to be implemented or revised? 
 
The Welfare Reform Act, which received Royal Assent on 8 March 2012, set out some of the 
most significant proposed changes to the welfare system in decades 
 
Under The Welfare Reform Act 2012, Government localised some elements of welfare 
provision through the introduction of the Local Welfare Provision Schemes (Crisis and 
Community Care Support). These Schemes transferred from DWP to local Government with 
effect from 1 April 2013, with initial funding for 2 years. Provision has been made in the base 
budget for 2015/16 onwards to provide for the continuation of the Scheme 
 
Although the change in responsibility was dictated by Government, the aims are considered 
to link with Corporate Outcomes Framework (COF) ‘Organisational Philosophy’ in the areas 
of: 
 
 - Percentage of residents who consider the council to give good value for money; and 
 - increasing trust, reputation & satisfaction with the council 
 
However, it is considered that there could also be a negative impact upon the measures 
relating to Corporate Plan 2014/15 ‘A city where everyone is as healthy as they can be and 
enjoys a good standard of living’ 



 
Scope 
In this section consider who or where is the target for the policy or activity, this could be 
specific groups of people or organisations, individual wards, neighbourhoods or communities 
or the entire city. Links to, and overlap with, wider, local, sub-regional, regional or national 
priorities or activities should also be considered. 
 
The target group is all the City’s residents that may be vulnerable. The current Housing 
Benefit and Council Tax Support Scheme caseload varies, but for this assessment 40,000 will 
be used     
Eligibility criteria is set out in the policy documents attached  
The scheme is designed to: 
Assist the most vulnerable in meeting their immediate short term needs and maintaining their 
independence in the community. 
Assist the most vulnerable in meeting their immediate short term needs in the event of an 
emergency or disaster 
 
The Council’s Local Welfare provision policy has been designed to: 
 
Help those who are most in need that meet the qualifying criteria 
Help families under exceptional pressure 
Help individuals and families in personal difficulty 
Help applicants including singles and couples where there is a risk to their health and safety 
Help applicants in the first tranche of Universal Credit implementation where no support is 
available 
Help applicants who have a sanction that is appealable 
Help those who help themselves 
Support elderly and vulnerable people in the community 
Help individuals and families in personal difficulty 
Help those fleeing domestic violence 
Assist young people leaving care 
Support the chronic or terminally ill, or those with learning/sensory/physical or mental health 
disabilities 
Be fair and consistent for all applicants, in accordance with Sunderland City council’s Equal 
Opportunities Policy 
 
The scheme is designed to assist the most vulnerable in meeting their immediate short term 
needs in the event of an emergency or disaster. 
 
Intelligence and Information  
What sources of information have been used to inform this assessment/analysis? This should 
include but is not limited to consultations, resident/service user feedback and statistical data 
and intelligence. 
 
Statistical data used in the design of the proposed scheme has been taken from the Benefit 
records/Community Care Scheme records/Crisis Support Scheme records. 
 
The main items of support are(taking into account the size and needs of the household): 
Food parcel 
Utility voucher 
Travel voucher 
Clothing voucher 
Cooker 
Washer  
Fridge 
Bed 
Sofa 
Armchair 
Wardrobe 
Drawers 
Cot  
Table 



Chairs 
Mattress 
Bedding 
Kitchen utensils 
Kettle  
Toaster 
Pans 
Crockery 
Cutlery 
Vacuum cleaner 
Iron 
Ironing board 
Towels 
 
 
Any additional essential products the Council sees fit to supply 
 
Second hand or refurbished goods may be supplied at the Council’s discretion 
 
The applicant or their partner will be generally limited to a maximum of one food parcel and/or 
pre-paid energy voucher for gas and/or electricity dependent upon size of household and the 
time of year.  However, by exception further provision may be considered. 
 
There will also be provision for emergency travel in exceptional circumstances (hospital visit – 
if this cannot be covered by the NHS ambulance/transport service/funeral).  This will be in the 
form of a travel voucher.  However by exception travel costs will be considered for locations 
outside of the city. 
 
If the claimant becomes homeless as a result of an emergency or disaster additional provision 
may be considered at the Council’s discretion. 
 
Other essential items may be considered at the discretion of the council for cases of extreme 
need. 
 
Consultation process 
 
Informal consultation has been carried out with the voluntary and community sector from 
November 2014 to January 2015 
 
The format of the consultation included various VCS meetings, including organisations such 
as the Carers Association. Informal feedback from customers, for example, attendance at job 
clubs to gain feedback. Regular discussions have also taken place with DWP representatives 
to gain insight into their experiences, and to understand future pressures/changes that may 
require support, such as the introduction of Universal Credit. 
 
The Responsive Services and Customer Care Scrutiny Panel considered the Local Welfare 
Provision Schemes on 18 November 2014. The Panel approved the Schemes, and made 
some suggestions regarding further development of the recycling of furniture, which is 
currently being taken forward. 
 
Results of a customer satisfaction survey for 70 customers who had received support with 
food parcels and utility vouchers showed that only 4 customers had minor comments to make, 
for example the suggestion that shampoo and frozen fish should be included in the food 
parcel. Shampoo is now included in the food parcel, and consideration is being given to the 
use of frozen products. Overall, the comments on the Schemes have been very positive, and 
it is considered that the Schemes are working generally as intended. 
 
Conclusion 
The results of the consultation would indicate the following key messages: 
 
The majority of the respondents agreed with all of the proposals put forward in the 
consultation exercise.  The main proposal, to keep the present scheme in place for one more 
year, which will be reviewed again after the analysis has been completed for year 2, and the 



council can then assess, what,  if any, impact will be made resulting from the introduction of 
Universal Credit, and other welfare reform changes.    
 

 
 
2. Analysis of Impact on People 
 
This section offers an opportunity to assess the intended and potential impact of the policy, 
decision or activity on the people of Sunderland. This includes specific consideration of the 
impact on individuals, groups with protected characteristics and communities of interest within 
the city. Please briefly outline any positive, negative or neutral impacts on the specific groups 
below. In this assessment it is important to remember the Council is required to give due 
regard to: 
• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited 
by the Equality Act. 
• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and 
those who do not. 
• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who 
do not. 
 
Characteristic List of Impacts 

 Positive Neutral Negative 
The scheme aims to spread the support as fairly as possible across the city, and the ward analysis of 
awards made in 13/14, attached at appendix B, broadly reflects the greatest use by those in deprived 
wards 
 
Age  Older people/Working Age: 

As many of the Welfare 
Reform changes (Benefit 
Cap/Bedroom Tax etc) 
impact only on those of 
working age, this has then 
been experienced by the 
applications and awards 
made under the scheme. It is 
believed that the awards, 
whilst being greater to those 
of working age, are 
proportionate to the need of 
the individual/family  
  

 

Disability  There is no known 
information from which to 
provide an opinion on impact, 
however assurance can be 
given that scheme will 
provide appropriate support 
under its general protection 
of the ‘health and safety’ of 
all applicants   

 

Gender/sex  There is no known 
information from which to 
provide an opinion on impact, 
however assurance can be 
given that the scheme will 
provide appropriate support 
under its general protection 
of the ‘health and safety’ of 
all applicants     

 

Marriage and Civil 
Partnership 

 There is no known 
information from which to 
provide an opinion on impact, 

 



however assurance can be 
given that the scheme will 
provide appropriate support 
under its general protection 
of the ‘health and safety’ of 
all applicants   

Pregnancy and 
maternity 

 As above 
 

 

Race/Ethnicity  As above 
 

 

Religion/belief  As above 
 

 

Sexual 
Orientation 

 As above 
 

 

 



 
Other individuals or groups impacted on: 
The policy or action may also have an impact on other groups or individuals which are not 
covered by the statutory requirements. Please outline any additional individuals or groups 
which have not already been covered. This could include socio-economic groups, voluntary 
and community sector, carers or specific communities which face additional challenges (such 
as former coal mining areas or areas of high deprivation) 
 
The change impacts on all the City’s residents, in particular those that are or could be eligible 
for assistance. The Council already has clearly defined responsibilities in relation to, and 
awareness of, the most vulnerable groups and individuals in their areas’ for example through 
responsibilities under the following Acts: 
 
 - Child Poverty Act 2010; 
 - Disabled Persons (Services, Consultation and Representation) Act 1986 and Chronically 

Sick and Disabled persons Act 1970; 
 - Housing Act 1996, which gives Local Authorities a duty to prevent homelessness with 

special regard to vulnerable groups. 
 
 
 
 
Gaps in intelligence and information: 
Having undertaken the analysis are there any areas of intelligence or information which need 
to be improved? Please outline any areas where the current information is not complete 
enough to take a decision. Addressing this gap should be covered in the action plan. 
 
The consultation process did not provide information with regard to specific impacts on those 
within the protected characteristic groups. 
 
The scheme will be subject to an annual review. Any unintended consequences of the 
scheme will be dealt with on a case by case basis and monitored to ensure they are remedied 
for 2016-17. 
 

 
Policy/Decision/Project/Activity Title:  
 
 
Responsible Officer: Fiona Brown 
 
 



 
3. Summary of Impacts and Response to Analysis 
 
Please provide a summary of the overarching impacts that have been highlighted through the 
analysis process through the three questions below. It is important to recognise that 
individuals may belong to one or more of these characteristic groups and the combined 
impact could be greater than any single impact.  
 
Who will the policy/decision/project/activity impact on and who will 
benefit? 
 
The changes have been and will be applied to the same customer group that is entitled to 
apply under the Scheme.  
 
Who will not benefit and why not? 
 
Sunderland’s scheme has been designed to spread the support across all the City’s 
residents, based upon the eligibility, but providing a catch all support in terms of where there 
is a risk to the health and safety of all applicants, including couples and singles, as well as 
families, and also by advocates and partners being able to commission support for those who 
do not fall into the scheme eligibility, based on assessment of need.  
 
Who should be expected to benefit and why don’t they? 
 
Please see comments in the section above. 
 
 
4. Response to Analysis, Action Plan and Monitoring,  
 
In this section please outline what actions you propose to take to minimise the negative, and 
maximise the positive, impacts that have been identified through the analysis. By considering 
and implementing these actions the policy or action can be refined to make sure that the 
greatest benefits are achieved for the people of Sunderland. The performance monitoring 
process should also be set out to explain how ongoing progress is going to be followed to 
make sure that the aims are met. 
 
From the analysis four broad approaches can be taken, (No major change, continue with the 
policy/action despite negative implications, adjust the policy/decision/action or stop the 
policy/action). Please indicate, using the list below, which is proposed. 
 
 No Major Change         () 
  
 Continue Despite Negative Implications      (  ) 
 
 Adjust the Policy/Decision/Project/Activity      (   ) 
 
 Stop          (   ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Action Plan  
 

ACTION WHO WHEN MONITORING 
ARRAGEMENTS 

 
Monitoring and review of ‘unintended 
consequences’ to be fed into annual 
review of scheme. 
 

Welfare Reform 
People Directorate Ongoing 

 

 
Further and more detailed discussion 
with disability groups to establish how 
such changes have impacted upon 
their members. 
 

Welfare Reform 
People Directorate 

 
 
Sept 2015 
 
 

 

Review of Equality Analysis in light of 
the above data 

Welfare Reform 
People Directorate 

 
 
Dec 2015 
 
 

 

 
Review of Scheme 
 
 

Welfare Reform 
People Directorate 
 

Dec 2015 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 From 1st April 2013 the DWP system of Discretionary Social Fund (for 

certain elements only) was replaced by a local scheme to be 
administered at the Council’s discretion. 

 
1.2 The two elements of the DWP Social Fund that were abolished were: 
 

• Crisis Loans 
• Community Care Grants 
 

1.3 These schemes were replaced by two new schemes to be designed and 
operated by the Council, they are: 

 
• Crisis Support 
• Community Care Support 

 
Collectively the two schemes will form the Council’s Local Welfare 
Provision Schemes. Social Fund Budgeting loans, alignment payments 
and funeral expenses continue to be the responsibility of the DWP. 

 
1.4 Community Care Support under this scheme is only available to 

vulnerable people who fit predetermined criteria and who have 
exhausted all other means of support including the DWP.  This scheme 
is not available to asylum seekers or those with no recourse to public 
funds. 

 
1.5 The Council retains its statutory responsibilities in relation to areas such 

as homelessness and safeguarding. All existing support schemes will 
continue to be operated by the Council. Local Welfare Provision is not a 
replacement or substitute for these separate support mechanisms. 



2. Aims of the Local Welfare Provision Scheme – Community Care 
Support 

 
2.1 The purpose of this policy is to specify how Sunderland City Council will 

operate the Local Welfare Provision Schemes and to indicate some of 
the factors that will be considered when deciding if a Community Care 
Support award can be made. Each case will be treated strictly on its 
merits and all customers will be treated equally and fairly when the 
scheme is administered.  The Council is committed to working with the 
local voluntary sector, social landlords and other interested parties in the 
City to maximise entitlement to all available state benefits and this will be 
reflected in the administration of the Local Welfare Provision Schemes. 

 
2.2 The Council will have the discretion to make a Community Care Support 

to any applicant that meets the criteria set out in this policy.  Every 
application will be considered on own individual merits and 
circumstances. 

 
2.3 The scheme is designed to assist the most vulnerable in meeting their 

immediate short term needs and maintaining their independence in the 
community. 

 
2.4 All decisions made on Community Care Support applications will be 

made following a consistent decision making model. Each claimant will 
be treated fairly and equitably and consideration will be given to 
individual circumstances. Where a Community Care Support award 
cannot be made, or where it may be more appropriate to do so, the 
applicant will be signposted to available alternatives. 

 
2.5 The Council’s Local Welfare Provision Policy has been designed to  
 

• Help those who are most in need that meet the qualifying criteria 
• Help families under exceptional pressure 
• Help those who help themselves 
• Support elderly and vulnerable people in the community 
• Help individuals and families in personal difficulty 
• Help those fleeing domestic violence 
• Assist young people leaving care 
• Support the chronic or terminally ill, or those with learning/ 

sensory/physical or mental health disabilities. 
• Be fair and consistent for all applicants, in accordance with 

Sunderland City Council’s Equal Opportunities Policy. 
 
2.6 The scheme is neither designed nor intended to replicate or assume 

responsibility of any statutory agency or any previous provisions made 
under the Social Fund Scheme operated by the Department for Work 
and Pensions. The policy is flexible and will be adapted as the needs of 
the scheme become more apparent. 
 

2.7 This document sets out the Sunderland City Council policy for 
administering the Community Care Support Scheme. 

 



 
3. Community Care Support 
 
3.1 General Description 
 
3.1.1 The Community Care Support scheme is intended to help vulnerable 

people to enter, re-enter or remain in the community and integrate with, 
and live independently within, that community. 

 
3.2 Application Information 
 
3.2.1 Applications for Community Care Support can be made by telephone 

by the applicant or their representative.   
 
3.2.2 The Council will determine the level and type of support. There is no 

right of appeal; however there will be an internal review procedure in 
place to ensure clarity and consistency of decision. 

 
3.2.3 The scheme will be operated solely at the Council’s discretion. There is 

no statutory role linked to the provision of the scheme and therefore 
applicants have no statutory right to support under the scheme. 

 
3.3 Eligibility Criteria 
 
3.3.1 The applicant or their partner must have applied for a budgeting 

loan/alignment payment from the DWP if they are eligible to do so – 
and have been declined. However the reason why the budgeting 
loan/alignment payment was declined will be taken into account and 
may affect the decision. 

 
3.3.2 The applicant or their partner must be in receipt of or be in the process 

of applying for Housing Benefit, Council Tax Support or Universal 
Credits with the Housing Costs component. This means that they must 
be a resident of the City or have firm plans to move to a home within 
the City. Applications will also be considered from 1st tier advice 
agencies that are supporting the in work poor who are not in receipt of 
Housing Benefit/Council Tax Support/Universal Credits with Housing 
Costs. Again, the applicant in these cases must also be able to provide 
evidence of their link to the City as described above. This scheme is 
not available to asylum seekers or those with no recourse to public 
funds 

 
3.3.3 The applicant or partner must have no readily available savings, 

capital, investments or funds that could be used. 
 
3.3.4 The household is limited to one award in every rolling 12 month period. 

However, in exception further provision may be considered. 



 
3.3.5 The applicant or their partner requires support for at least one of the 

following: 
 

a) Support to move back into the community after a stay in supported 
or temporary accommodation 

b) Support to stay in the home and prevent a move into residential 
care or hospital 

c) Support to prevent a serious deterioration of health within the home 
d) Support families under exceptional pressure 

 
3.3.6 In addition to the above, the applicant or their partner must then satisfy 

at least one of the following criteria: 
 

a) They have a serious physical health problem affecting day to day 
living, which they are receiving ongoing hospital treatment for 

b) Have dependent children who normally live with them 
c) Are at risk of homelessness 
d) They have a substance or alcohol misuse problem, which they are 

receiving treatment or support for 
e) They are on probation or receiving support relating to their offending 

history 
f) They are affected by or at risk of domestic abuse 
g) They have a learning disability, physical or sensory impairment or 

mental health problem 
h) They are a young person leaving care 
i) They are an older person with support needs 
j) They have caring responsibilities for someone who is unable to look 

after themselves 
k) Where there is a risk to their health and safety (including couples 

and single persons) 
l)   They are in the first tranche of Universal Credit implementation,  
     where no support is available 
m) They have an appealable sanction    

 
 
3.4 Specific Evidence 
 
3.4.1 The applicant must provide details of their circumstances and the effect 

that it has had/will have on their household. The application will be 
approved or declined based upon the information given about their 
situation and the satisfaction of the eligibility criteria. 

 
3.5 Level of Award 
 
3.5.1 Support from the scheme is limited only to: 
 

a) Bed and bedding 
b) Essential white goods and furniture 
c) Clothing voucher 
d) Any additional essential products the Council sees fit to supply 

 
 



Second hand or refurbished goods may be supplied at the Council’s 
discretion. 
 

 
3.6 Delivery of Service 
 
3.6.1 All goods will be delivered direct to the applicant at their home address. 

 
3.6.2 The service is open Monday to Thursday 8.30am to 5.15pm and Friday 

8.30am to 4.45pm. The Council will continue to provide the existing out 
of hours service. 

 
3.6.3 It is expected that the majority of applications and subsequent awards 

of Community Care Support will be a result of signposting from an 
accredited advocate within Sunderland City Council, such as council 
employees, health and care practitioners, as well as other 
professionals such as Probation Officers etc. 

 
3.7 Determining Factors in Assessing Eligibility 
 
3.7.1 The following factors will be taken into account when assessing 

Community Care Support applications. This list is not exhaustive: 
 

a) The income and essential expenditure of the applicant and/or 
partner. 

b) All income will be taken into account, including those incomes which 
are normally disregarded for benefit purposes e.g. Disability Living 
Allowance, Child Maintenance, Child Benefit etc. 
N.B. War Disablement Pension and Armed Forces Compensation 
Payments will remain disregarded in full. 

c) When assessing expenditure, consideration will be given to whether 
expenditure is considered above basic living requirements (i.e. 
excessive). If expenditure is considered to be unreasonably high, 
enquiries will be made for clarification. In these circumstances 
Sunderland City Council reserve the right to substitute a sum for the 
expenditure, which they consider to be a reasonable amount. 

d) Any savings and/or investments held by the applicant/partner which 
could help to alleviate their financial situation. 

e) Whether any family members outside of the immediate household 
could help towards the applicant’s financial situation. 

f) Whether expenditure on non-essential items could be reduced. 
g) Whether the applicant/partner could be eligible for other benefits 

which they are not claiming.  
h) The level of debt of the applicant/partner. 
i) Whether any long term action has been taken to help their problems 

meeting their living costs. 
j) Any other steps taken by the applicant/partner to help themselves. 
k) Any financial advice taken by the applicant/partner to alleviate their 

situation, e.g. Welfare Rights, Citizens Advice Bureau, Fiscus etc. 
 
 
 
 



3.8 Decision Making and Disputes 
 

3.8.1 Once a decision on a Community Care Support application has been 
made the applicant and/or representative will be notified by telephone. 
They will be notified of: 

 
a) The items to be awarded 
b) Where a Community Care Support award will not be made, the 

reason(s) for this decision. 
c) Information on who can be contacted for further information and 

advice. 
d) Any other options available to the applicant should their Community 

Care Support application be unsuccessful 
e) The duty to notify the Council of any change in circumstances which 

may affect their entitlement to a Community Care Support award. 
 
3.8.2   The applicant or representative will have the right to request that the 

decision be reviewed in the event that they disagree with 
 

• The award being refused 
• Amount of award 

 
The applicant may be requested to supply additional 
information/evidence in order to support their request for a review. 
 
The review process will have two stages 
 

• Stage 1: All requests to review a decision from the applicant or 
representative will be considered and notified within agreed service 
levels. 

• Stage 2: If the applicant is still not satisfied with the outcome of the 
review, they may request a further review within the timescales of being 
notified of the review outcome. The review will be conducted by a 
senior officer taking into account all the information and evidence 
included in the review and how reasonable the decision made is. The 
decision will be notified within a fixed timescale. 
 

3.8.3 Annual funding is a limited resource so awards can only be made while 
there is funding available to do so. Community Care Support awards 
will therefore be made on the basis of available funds, which will be 
managed and reprioritised on an ongoing basis.  

 
3.9 Monitoring Arrangements and Managing Local Welfare Provision 
 
3.9.1 The Council will regularly monitor the number and value of Community 

Care Support awards, as well as the available Local Welfare Provision 
Budget. 

 
3.9.2 In order to comply with quality and accuracy guidelines a sample of all 

applications will be audited to ensure that decisions are being made 
fairly with clarity and consistency, in line with Sunderland City Council’s 
Equal Opportunities Policy and all other relevant legislation. 

 



3.9.3 The Council will monitor all awards to ensure that they are meeting the 
needs of the claimant in line with the aims of the Local Welfare 
Provision scheme. All telephone contact will be recorded. 

 
3.10 Counter Fraud 
 
3.10.1 The Council is committed to preventing fraud. Any applicant who 

attempts to fraudulently claim or fraudulently claims a Community Care 
Support award by falsely declaring their circumstances, making false 
statements or providing false evidence in support of their application 
may be treated as committing an offence under the Fraud Act 2006. 
Where it is alleged or suspected that fraud may have been committed, 
the matter will be passed for investigation and appropriate action taken 
in any case where fraud is proven. This may include referral to the 
police. 

 
3.10.2 If an award under the scheme is found to have been based on a 

fraudulent application the award may be recovered through formal 
action and the applicant will be disqualified from the scheme for a 
period of two years from the date fraud is discovered. 

 
3.11 Publicising Local Welfare Provision 
 
3.11.1 Sunderland City Council has no plans to publicise the Local Welfare 

Provision in the mainstream media. Local Welfare Provision will be 
promoted to the relevant agencies, housing associations and voluntary 
sector organisations, which will also be made aware of the qualifying 
criteria and evidence required to support a Local Welfare Provision 
application. Information and application forms will be available on the 
Sunderland City Council website. 

 
3.11.2 Sunderland City Council is committed to providing training to all staff 

involved in the scheme to ensure their knowledge of the scheme is 
relevant and up to date. 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.6 From 1st April 2013 the DWP system of Discretionary Social Fund (for 

certain elements only) was replaced by a local scheme to be 
administered at the Council’s discretion. 

 
1.7 The two elements of the DWP Social Fund that were abolished were: 
 

• Crisis Loans 
• Community Care Grants 
 

1.8 These schemes were replaced by two new schemes to be designed and 
operated by the Council, they are: 

 
• Crisis Support 
• Community Care Support 

 
Collectively the two schemes will form the Council’s Local Welfare 
Provision Schemes. Social Fund Budgeting loans, alignment payments 
and funeral expenses continue to be the responsibility of the DWP. 

 
1.9 Crisis Support under this scheme is only available to vulnerable people 

who fit predetermined criteria and who have exhausted all other means 
of support including the DWP.  This scheme is not available to asylum 
seekers or those with no recourse to public funds. 

 
1.10 The Council retains its statutory responsibilities in relation to areas such 

as homelessness and safeguarding. All existing support schemes will 
continue to be operated by the Council. Local Welfare Provision is not a 
replacement or substitute for these separate support mechanisms. 

 
2. Aims of the Local Welfare Provision Scheme – Crisis Support 
 
2.1 The purpose of this policy is to specify how Sunderland City Council will 

operate the Local Welfare Provision Schemes and to indicate some of 
the factors that will be considered when deciding if a Crisis Support 
award can be made. Each case will be treated strictly on its merits and 
all customers will be treated equally and fairly when the scheme is 
administered. The Council is committed to working with the local 
voluntary sector, social landlords and other interested parties in the city 
to maximise entitlement to all available state benefits and this will be 
reflected in the administration of the Local Welfare Provision Schemes. 

 
2.2 The Council will have the discretion to make a Crisis Support award to 

any applicant that meets the criteria set out in this policy. Every 
application will be considered on its own individual merits and 
circumstances. 

 
2.3 The scheme is designed to assist the most vulnerable in meeting their 

immediate short term needs in the event of an emergency or disaster. 
 



2.4 All decisions made on Crisis Support applications will be made following 
a consistent decision making model. Each claimant will be treated fairly 
and equitably and consideration will be given to individual circumstances. 
Where a Crisis Support award cannot be made, or where it may be more 
appropriate to do so, consideration will be given/signposting to available 
alternatives such as Discretionary Housing Payments, Section 17 
funding and Housing Funds as well as external support groups and 
agencies. 

 
2.5 The Council’s Local Welfare Provision Policy has been designed to  
 

• Help those who are most in need that meet the qualifying criteria 
• Help families under exceptional pressure 
• Help those who help themselves 
• Support elderly and vulnerable people in the community 
• Help individuals and families in personal difficulty 
• Help those fleeing domestic violence 
• Assist young people leaving care 
• Support the chronic or terminally ill, or those with learning/ 

sensory/physical or mental health disabilities. 
• Be fair and consistent for all applicants, in accordance with 

Sunderland City Council’s Equal Opportunities Policy. 
 
2.6 The scheme is neither designed nor intended to replicate or assume 

responsibility of any statutory agency or any previous provisions made 
under the Social Fund Scheme operated by the Department for Work 
and Pensions. The policy is flexible and will be adapted as the needs of 
the scheme are identified. 

 
2.7 This document sets out the Sunderland City Council policy for 

administering the Crisis Support Scheme. 
 
3. Crisis Support 
 
3.1 General Description 
 
3.1.1 The crisis support scheme is only for applicants who are unable to 

meet their immediate short term needs either in: 
 

• an emergency 
• as a consequence of disaster  

 
 
3.2 What is an emergency? 
 

An emergency is a situation which causes the applicant to have a 
pressing need; or an unforeseen circumstance either of which requires 
immediate action or remedy. 

 
3.2.1 The emergency should not be a consequence of an act or an omission 

for which the applicant or their partner is responsible and the applicant 



or their partner could not have taken reasonable steps to avoid. 
However, if the applicant has children or an adult who may otherwise 
qualify for support through Adult Social Care/vulnerable adult, the 
Council will provide support under the scheme regardless of the 
culpability of the applicant or their partner. 

 
3.3 What is a disaster? 
 

A disaster is a sudden calamitous event or great misfortune causing 
loss of or damage to possessions or property. Examples of a disaster 
include: 
 

• Flooding 
• Gas Explosion/Leak 

 
3.3.1 Consideration will also be given to the needs of individuals who need 

help to alleviate the likely consequence of an imminent disaster. The 
consequences of the disaster should be serious damage or risk to the 
health or safety of the applicant or a member of their household. 

 
3.3.2 Help under the Crisis Support scheme should be the only remaining 

means of avoiding this damage or risk. It is a condition of the scheme 
that applicants must have explored all other avenues of support first 
including their own resources, family, friends, landlord, employer, 
insurance and the DWP. 

 
3.4 Application Information 
 
3.4.1 Applications for Crisis Support can be made by telephone, by the 

applicant or a representative. 
 
3.4.2 The Council will determine the level and type of support. There is no 

right of appeal, however there will be an internal review procedure in 
place to ensure clarity and consistency of decision (please refer to 
paragraph 3.8.3) 

 
3.4.3 The scheme will be operated solely at the Council’s discretion. There is 

no statutory role linked to the provision of the scheme and therefore 
applicants have no statutory right to support under the scheme. 

 
3.5 Eligibility Criteria 
 
3.5.1 The applicant or their partner must have applied for all available 

assistance, for example, budgeting loan/alignment payment/short term 
benefit advances from the DWP if they are eligible to do so – and have 
been declined.  

 
3.5.2 The applicant or their partner must be in receipt of or be in the process 

of applying for Housing Benefit, Council Tax Support or Universal 
Credits with the Housing Costs component.  This means that they must 
be a resident of the City.  Applications will also be considered from 1st 
tier advice/professional agencies for those not in receipt of benefit.  In 
these cases the applicant must be able to prove residency in 



Sunderland. This scheme is not available to asylum seekers or those 
with no recourse to public funds. 

 
3.5.3 The applicant or their partner must have no readily available savings, 

capital, investments or funds that could be used. 
 
3.5.4 The household is limited to one award in every rolling 12 month period. 

However, by exception further provision may be considered. 
 
3.5.5 In addition to the above, the applicant or their partner must then satisfy 

at least one of the following criteria: 
 

a. Have a serious physical health problem affecting day to day living, 
which they are receiving ongoing treatment for 

b. Have dependent children who normally live with them 
c. Are at risk of homelessness 
d. They have a substance or alcohol misuse problem, which they are 

receiving treatment or support for 
e. They are on probation or receiving support relating to their offending 

history 
f. Are affected by or at risk of domestic abuse 
g. They have a learning disability, physical or sensory impairment or 

mental health problem 
h. Are a young person leaving care 
i. Are an older person with support needs 
j.    Have caring responsibilities for someone who is unable to look after    
      themselves 
k.   Have a risk to their health and safety (including couples and single)  
l.    Are in the first tranche of Universal Credit implementation, where  
      no support is available. 
m. Have an appealable sanction 

 
3.6 Specific Evidence of Emergency or Disaster 
 
3.6.1 The applicant must provide detail of the emergency or disaster and the 

effect that it has had on the household and be willing for the situation to 
be assessed by the Council. The application will be approved or 
declined based upon the information given about the situation and the 
satisfaction of at least one of the eligibility criteria. 

 
3.7 Level of Award 
 
3.7.1 The applicant or their partner will limited to a maximum of one food 

parcel and/or pre-paid energy voucher for gas and/or electricity 
dependent upon size of household and the time of year.  However, by 
exception further provision may be considered. 

 
3.7.2 There will also be provision for emergency travel in exceptional 

circumstances (hospital visit-if this cannot be covered by the NHS 
ambulance/transport service/funeral). This will be in the form of a travel 
voucher.  However by exception travel costs will be considered for 
locations outside of the city. 

 



3.7.3 If the claimant becomes homeless as a result of an emergency or 
disaster additional provision may be considered at the council’s 
discretion. 

 
3.7.4 Other essential items may be considered at the discretion of the council 

for cases of extreme need.  
 
3.8 Delivery of Service 
 
3.8.1  The food parcel and/or pre-payment energy voucher or travel voucher 

will be delivered to the applicant in order to provide to ensure there is 
no additional cost to the claimant, and to prevent fraud and error.  

 
3.8.2 The service is open Monday to Thursday 8.30am to 5.15pm and Friday 

8.30am – 4.45pm. The Council will continue to provide the existing out 
of hours services.  

 
3.8.3 The Council will endeavour to deliver food parcels, pre-payment energy 

vouchers and travel vouchers within 24 hours of the application being 
received. The time taken to process and consider applications will be 
dependent on information being provided by the applicant and DWP. If 
the claimant is unable to access items in the meantime they will be 
signposted to an appropriate agency for more immediate assistance. 
Signposting to appropriate agencies will also be given to unsuccessful 
applicants. 

 
 
3.9 Determining Factors in Assessing Eligibility 
 
3.9.1  The following factors will be taken into account when assessing Crisis 

Support applications. This list is not exhaustive:   
 

a) All income will be taken into account, including those incomes which 
are normally disregarded for benefit purposes e.g. Disability Living 
Allowance, Child Maintenance, Child Benefit etc. 
N.B. War Disablement Pension and Armed Forces Compensation 
Payments will remain disregarded in full. 

b) Any savings and/or investments held by the applicant/partner which 
could help to alleviate their financial situation. 

c) Whether any family members outside of the immediate household 
could help towards the applicant’s financial situation. 

d) Whether expenditure on non-essential items could be reduced. 
e) Whether the applicant/partner could be eligible for other benefits 

which they are not claiming. 
f) The level of debt of the applicant/partner. 
g) Any other steps taken by the applicant/partner to help themselves. 
h) Any financial advice taken by the applicant/partner to alleviate their 

situation, e.g. Welfare Rights, Citizens Advice Bureau, Fiscus etc..    
 
 
 
 

 



3.10 Decision Making and Disputes 
 
3.10.1 Once a decision on a Crisis Support application has been made the 

applicant and/or representative will be notified immediately if possible.. 
They will be notified of: 

 
a) The items to be awarded 
b) Where a Crisis Support payment will not be made, the reason(s) for 

this decision. 
c) Information on who can be contacted for further information and 

advice. 
d) Any other options available to the applicant should their Crisis 

Support application be unsuccessful 
e) The duty to notify the Council of any change in circumstances which 

may affect their entitlement to a Crisis Support award 
 
3.10.2 The applicant or representative will have the right to request that the 

decision be reviewed in the event that they disagree with 
 

• The award being refused 
• Amount of award 

 
The applicant may be requested to supply additional 
information/evidence in order to support their request for a review. 
 
The review process will have two stages 
 

• Stage 1: All requests to review a decision from the applicant or 
representative will be considered and notified within agreed service 
levels. 

• Stage 2: If the applicant is still not satisfied with the outcome of the 
review, they may request a further review within the timescales of being 
notified of the review outcome. The review will be conducted by a 
senior officer taking into account all the information and evidence 
included in the review and how reasonable the decision made is. The 
decision will be notified within a fixed timescale. 
 
There is no right of appeal via the Independent Review Service, 
however, the applicant or representative may request an internal 
review of the decision and will retain the right to make a complaint to 
the Local Government Ombudsman. 

 
3.10.2 Annual funding is a limited resource so awards can only be made while 

there is funding available to do so. Crisis Support awards will therefore 
be made on the basis of available funds, which will be managed and 
reprioritised on an ongoing basis. 

 
3.11 Monitoring Arrangements and Managing Local Welfare Provision 
 
3.11.1 The Council will regularly monitor the number and value of Crisis 

Support awards, as well as the available Local Welfare Provision 
Budget. 



 
3.11.2 In order to comply with quality and accuracy guidelines a sample of all 

applications will be audited to ensure that decisions are being made 
fairly with clarity and consistency, in line with Sunderland City Council’s 
Equal Opportunities Policy and all other relevant legislation. 

 
3.11.3 The Council will monitor all awards to ensure that they are meeting the 

needs of the claimant in line with the aims of the Local Welfare 
Provision scheme. All telephone contact will be recorded. 

 
3.12 Counter Fraud 
 
3.12.1 The Council is committed to preventing fraud. Any applicant who 

attempts to fraudulently claim or fraudulently claims a Local Welfare 
Provision award by falsely declaring their circumstances, making false 
statements or providing false evidence in support of their application 
may be treated as committing an offence under the Fraud Act 2006. 
Where it is alleged or suspected that fraud may have been committed, 
the matter will be passed for investigation and appropriate action taken 
in any cases where fraud is proven. This may include referral to the 
Police. 

 
3.12.2 If an award under the scheme is found to have been based on a 

fraudulent application the award may be recovered through formal 
action and the applicant will be disqualified from the scheme for a 
period of two years from the date fraud is discovered. 

 
3.13 Publicising Local Welfare Provision 
 
3.13.1 Local Welfare Provision will be promoted to the relevant agencies, 

housing associations and voluntary sector organisations, which will 
also be made aware of the qualifying criteria and evidence required to 
support a Local Welfare Provision application. Information and 
application process will be available on the Sunderland City Council 
website. 

 
3.13.2 Sunderland City Council is committed to providing training to all staff 

involved in the scheme to ensure their knowledge of the scheme is 
relevant and up to date. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Appendix B 

 

Crisis/Community Care Support Schemes to 31/3/14 

 

Area Total Packages 
Barnes 21 
Castle 40 
Copt Hill 44 
Doxford 23 
Fulwell 5 
Hendon 202 
Hetton 79 
Houghton 54 
Millfield 78 
Pallion  64 
Redhill 71 
Ryhope 12 
St Annes’s 24 
St Chad’s 16 
St Michael’s 33 
St Peter’s 51 
Sandhill 68 
Shiney Row 53 
Silksworth 31 
Southwick 61 
Washington Central 33 
Washington East 12 
Washington North 124 
Washington South 26 
Washington West 27 
Total 1252 
 


